Bayesian classification of falls risk.
Prior research in falls risk prediction often relies on qualitative and/or clinical methods. There are two challenges with these methods. First, qualitative methods typically use falls history to determine falls risk. Second, clinical methods do not quantify the uncertainty in the classification decision. In this paper, we propose using Bayesian classification to predict falls risk using vectors of gait variables shown to contribute to falls risk. (1) Using a vector of risk ratios for specific gait variables shown to contribute to falls risk, how can older adults be classified as low or high falls risk? and (2) how can the uncertainty in the classifier decision be quantified when using a vector of gait variables? Using a pressure sensitive walkway, biomechanical measurements of gait were collected from 854 adults over the age of 65. In our method, we first determine low and high falls risk labels for vectors of risk ratios using the k-means algorithm. Next, the posterior probability of low or high falls risk class membership is obtained from a two component Gaussian mixture model (GMM) of gait vectors, which enables risk assessment directly from the underlying biomechanics. We classify the gait vectors using a threshold based on Youden's J statistic. Through a Monte Carlo simulation and an analysis of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC), we demonstrate that our Bayesian classifier, when compared to the k-means falls risk labels, achieves an accuracy greater than 96% at predicting low or high falls risk. Our analysis indicates that our approach based on a Bayesian framework and an individual's underlying biomechanics can predict falls risk while quantifying uncertainty in the classification decision.